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LIST OF COMPONENTS 

Number 

of 

pieces 

Item Colour - description 

1 Red shirt Red long-sleeved shirt with added design- tag at back center. Has adjustable Velcro 

closure inside that supports elastic for rubber band instrument.  

1 Beige shirt Beige female shirt with added design- tag at back center. Has adjustable Velcro 

closure inside that supports elastic for rubber band instrument. 

2 Head scarves Painted head scarves- one for each model. Floral INSIDE, painted OUTSIDE 

1 Costume One long back zipper, two front zippers, one sleeve on each side, mesh panels near 

head for visibility. Pants inside have adjustable Velcro panels on one inner thigh per 

model, for rubber band instrument. 

1 Repair Kit Includes: Spare fabric, spare window screening, extra rubber bands, replacement 

hardware, extra padded belt, spare zipper, zipper glide (silicone spray lubricant) 

6 Total number of components 

 

DRESSING INSTRUCTIONS 

Steps Item (eg 

skirt) 

Instructions Picture 

1.  
Red shirt 

and Beige 

shirt 

Put on red shirt and beige shirt. 

Models should have at least a 

5” height difference, with the 

taller model in the RED suit. 

Model in BEIGE should be 

female. Model in RED (male or 

female) should be RIGHT-

HANDED. Shirts have adjustable 

Velcro on the INSIDE and hooks 

in opposite SHOULDERS for 

instrument. Adjust Velcro if 

necessary. 
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2.  
Head 

scarves 

Cover both models’ hair with 

head scarves, which tie in back. 

 

3.  
Costume Lay garment flat. Unzip BACK 

zipper (see image). Have model 

in RED suit step into LEFT side 

of costume and put on white 

pants. Have model step all the 

way through the costume to 

the floor. The pants have 

adjustable Velcro in the RIGHT 

THIGH. Note- rubber band box 

(musical instrument) is hanging 

from the RED shirt and will be 

attached later. 

 

4.  
Costume Pull garment up and over 

model’s head. Have model (still 

in RED suit) put LEFT hand 

through sleeve. Leave the other 

hand free inside the costume. 

Leave back zipper unzipped. 
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5.  
Costume Unzip FRONT RIGHT zipper (see 

image). Have model in BEIGE 

suit step into RIGHT side of 

costume and put on white 

pants. Have model step all the 

way through the costume to 

the floor. The pants have 

adjustable Velcro in RIGHT 

THIGH area for instrument. 

 

6.  
Costume Pull garment up and over 

model’s head. Have model (still 

in BEIGE suit) put RIGHT hand 

through sleeve. Leave the other 

hand free inside the costume. 

 

7.  
Costume Velcro instrument to BEIGE shirt 

(send elastic through the ring 

on BEIGE shirt and Velcro 

elastic to itself). Instrument 

should hang between models in 

head opening area. 

 

8.  
Costume Zip all zippers. Models should 

be able to see out of screened 

panels at the top of the 

costume. Model in RED should 

be able to pluck rubber bands 

at UPPER SHOULDER  with hand 

that remains inside the 

costume. 
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REPAIR NOTES: 

-New rubber bands may need to be strung often. To string, simply stretch a new rubber band over the 

Plexiglas box attached to the RED shirt. 

PERFORMANCE NOTES: 

-Models may zip and unzip the military zippers for sound and to reveal/conceal the body suits. 

-Model in RED will pluck the rubber bands inside the costume for music, using his/her right hand. 

Rubber bands across a Plexiglas box are secured to the body suits at the UPPER SHOULDER.  

-Models stretch towards and away from each other, as the costume is stretch material, in their “dance” 

together. 


